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Abstract
The rapid increase in the use of the IoT evolutionary
networks and wearable devices is pushing the bounds
of current technologies to its limits. Multiple clients
manipulating huge amounts of data at the same time
requires a highly scalable IoT infrastructure. A timecritical analytic architecture that scales with the network size and ensures a high availability is the need
of the hour. In this project, we plan to implement such
a system using a publish subscribe network between a
load balanced cluster of the broker(s) and a cluster of
IoT devices.

Project Goals
This goal of this project is to design and implement
a concept framework for a high availability pub-sub
broker for a cluster of IoT devices.
Why this is an important problem: What makes
this project particularly important and useful is the exponential increase in IoT devices ranging from small
DIY hacks on IoT devices like Raspberry Pis, Arduinos
etc to smart devices like smart TVs, wearables and
home automation devices. We are trying to implement
an architecture which makes all of this highly available
and exponentially scalable.

Background
With the advances in IoT infrastructure and microservices, more and more devices will be connecting
to the Internet thus requiring the service providers to
provide a scalable platform for IoT devices. As they
increase exponentially it will make the devices reach
their limits. As a consequence, we need to think of architectures and concept frameworks which extend the
current paradigm to ensure high availability, resiliency
and scalability. The Internet is extending its arms and
soon there will be around 50 billion devices connected
to the Internet in some form or the other, forming the
premises of the Internet of Things thus forming clusters
of geographical locations containing objects connected

to each other. These clusters are also known as smartspaces. In this project, we will call such clusters of devices as publishers and subscribers. For example a traffic sensor on a highway senses some measurement value
of traffic through a mounted camera and a raspberry pi
running algorithms and transmitting bits of information
every minutes, or even second. As this swarm of devices grows, the aspect of using a lightweight protocol
becomes central. In particular, given an exponential rise
in the number of such devices, and their heterogeneity,
persistence of the nature of connections, and distribution , all contribute to make the task of having a common concept framework very challenging.
To cope with the numerous challenges present-day
conventional networking protocols pose, data overhead
they require to function, it is highly important to switch
to a low-overhead, asynchronous protocol which supports a publish-subscribe design naturally. Such protocols exist already and are already being used in IoT devices.
The proposed system is based on MQTT Protocol, and features a high-availability secure publishsubscriber framework which allows the broker to scale
as the network traffic grows.

Architecture
Our cloud based framework contains various components:
1. MQTT Broker Micro-service - We have built a
MQTT Broker using Node.js and used the mosca library. It primarily listens for publishers subscribers to
connect to it at a specific port (1337 in our case) and
then relays messages. We can also segment messages
based on topics, we are using a single topic in our use
case. We have containerized this to be able to run in
docker containers so that we can use it in our kubernetes cluster. The broker is made to be stateless, and
using a shared state via redis, since it needs to scale
horizontally with multiple containers running in kubernetes.
2. Publisher/Subscriber Client - This is the client
which publishes and/or subscribes to certain topics
from our MQTT Broker service. This was written on

node.js as well and this will be running in the IoT devices. This has been tested on a Raspberry Pi W which
we had, it basically connects to the MQTT Broker (Vegeta) - IP/valid DNS at port 1337. After its connected, it
gets all messages from the broker and publishes to it as
well using the MQTT protocol. The clients subscribe to
“topics” through MQTT protocol for communication.
3. Kubernetes Cluster - We have configured a kubernetes cluster in our own EC2 instances with 1 master
node and 6 slave nodes for dockerized container applications. The main challenge for horizontally scaling
the MQTT Broker was the state it holds, i.e. its knowledge of which clients it is connected to and where does
it have to publish. We moved this state to a common
Redis layer which acts as the shared state among all the
MQTT brokers. Since the MQTT Broker micro-service
was running out of docker containers it was pretty easy
to scale the pods horizontally in the cluster. With this
kind of a setup we can achieve the following:
(a) Resiliency - Kubernetes allows us to set individual
rules for each service its running. We can define the
number of pods each service should have at all times.
For instance, we have set a rule that says that there
should be 3 pods for the MQTT Broker service at all
times. In case if, for some reason, 2 of them go down,

kubernetes will spawn up 2 more pods running the
MQTT Broker service and add it to the cluster. With
kubernetes we configured it with rules such as there
should be always a specific number of MQTT Broker pods running ( in our case we set it to 1 ), now
if that pods goes down kubernetes is able to spin up
another pod to maintain this minimum pod count immediately without and since we have the state in Redis it automatically picks up the publishers and subscribers automatically. We experimented with multiple number of settings and kubernetes was able to
immediately spin up pods when we manually killed
the running ones.
(b) Scalability - We were able to achieve horizontal
scaling of the pods ( Horizontal Pod Auto-scaling )
i.e. based on specific rules we can autoscale the pods
without any human intervention. For simulating a lot
of IoT clients we ran the client app in 1 Raspberry
pi W and ran multiple in emulated clients running
in docker containers. We had 1 master and 6 slave
nodes in our kubernetes cluster so we took the clients
to a maximum of 34 while the CPU threshold being
4
After we scale up the Horizontal Auto-scaling
Groups gets the metrics via Heapster (running in
broker pods for providing metrics). Then it calcu-

Figure 1: A high-level architecture of our system.

Figure 2: 1 Master + 6 slaves for the Kubernetes cluster
lates and scales up the broker so that the average
CPU utilization is within the policy limits (c) Security - It also allows us to expose specific
services which we want to external traffic and keep
other secure services isolated. For example, in our
architecture the Redis service is not required to be
exposed to external traffic so we have only exposed
the MQTT Broker Service. The entire kubernetes
cluster runs in a Virtual Private Cloud and gives us
complete control on what how we want to expose
services. As for the microservices running inside the
cluster they are completely isolated and inaccessible
to external traffic unless we expose it via a service.
For example, we have multiple services like i. Redis service
ii. MQTT Broker service
iii. Sysdig daemon (used for monitoring)
We only need to access the MQTT Broker via an
endpoint for accessing externally via the internet,
thus we only expose the broker service via an Elastic
Load Balancer “mqtt://a7e6d1b7c2ba811e7bfdd12dff68689d276050464.us-east-1.elb.amazonaws.com:1337”
The other services do not have a public IP at all,
while they have private IPs. As for service discovery i.e. for the other services running they will be
accessible but only inside the Virtual Private Cloud
network and this is managed by kube-dns.
4. Route 53 - DNS Configuration for Kubernetes For setting up a kubernetes cluster we need a valid
domain name so we configured a subdomain - vegeta.souranil.me in Route53(AWS DNS Manager) as the
root DNS domain. We configured the cluster to run
at useast1.vegeta.souranil.me and the API Server at
api.useast1.vegeta.souranil.me. For the subdomains to
work we added the NS records of each subsequent subdomain to the parent domains
5. Load Balancing - The MQTT Broker service that is
exposed to external MQTT traffic is placed under an
Elastic Load Balancer (AWS equivalent for HAProxy)

just as a buffer layer for load balancing before it reaches
Kube Proxy. The reason for keeping this is basically
keeping in mind the future possibility of load balancing
between multiple kubernetes clusters itself (currently
we have 1 cluster).
6. Microservices - We have 2 services running in the kubernetes cluster (a) MQTT Broker microservice (“vegeta”) - We dockerized the node.js application which acts as the broker for the pub/sub network. This runs as a service
in the kubernetes cluster. Currently we have tried it
with 1 pod and plan to add more and thus test it with
higher amounts of traffic. We also plan to make it
automatic so that on receiving higher load it can increment the number of pods and load balance among
them without any human intervention. In our current
setup we have tested the broker with 1 raspberry pi
client and another client running on our local system.
Here’s a video of the same : link
(b) Redis Cache - This layer is responsible for synchronizing multiple MQTT brokers, along with the information of their subscribers. This prevents the subscribers from getting disconnected in case any broker goes down. The entire information about the list
of subscribers is persisted in the redis cache which
propagates the same to the other alive brokers. We
have also added a queuing mechanism for incoming
MQTT traffic so that in case there is a traffic spike
and it takes time for spawning up more Broker pods,
no data will be lost.
7. Kubernetes Dashboard - We have configured the Kubernetes Dashboard. This makes it easy for us to deploy
any service in the future. This was done because we
know the pain of setting everything up through commandline everytime, which we did for configuring the
current system.
8. Kube Proxy - Kube proxy basically runs on each node
which has network discovery for the services running
in the cluster using DNS, and load balancing TCP/UDP
traffic using round robin. We have configured a round
robin load balancing for our broker service running in
the cluster.

Domain
useast1.vegeta.souranil.me.

Type
NS

api.useast1.vegeta.souranil.me.
api.internal.useast1.vegeta.souranil.me.
etcd-a.internal.useast1.vegeta.souranil.me.
etcd-events-a.internal.useast1.vegeta.souranil.me.

A
A
A
A

Value
ns-1320.awsdns-37.org.
ns-93.awsdns-11.com.
ns-517.awsdns-00.net.
ns-1853.awsdns-39.co.uk.
54.236.182.143
172.20.32.59
172.20.32.59
172.20.32.59

Table 1: At useast1.vegeta.souranil.me
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Table 2: At useast1.vegeta.souranil.me
9. Redis shared cache for MQTT broker Microservices & Queueing for resiliency - All of the MQTT
Broker containers are connected to a shared redis cache
layer. This provides them valuable information, common to all of them - such as which broker is connected
to which clients. This provides shared knowledge for
all the pods running the broker. We did this in compliance to the defensive programming paradigm which
involves designing programs and services being aware
that they will go down sometime. So in case a broker
goes down, the other brokers can take up the clients
which were subscribed to that broker using this shared
cache. This layer also plays a very important role of
queuing the traffic. When the broker goes down it takes
some time for the new pod to come up. This way the
platform also provides resiliency and minimal data loss
even in the events of failure.
10. Heapster - This is a service which runs in every broker pod, for providing metrics such as CPU utilization,
network load, memory usage etc. This is used while

auto-scaling the brokers.
11. Evaluation and Analyses - We wrote scripts in
python to simulate the client and broker which communicate using the MQTT protocol. The “presill” module
is used alongwith Wireshark and tcpdump to analyze
the MQTT packets.

Approach Description & Challenges Faced
This was an idea we got in context to the growth of
sensors, IoT devices and the way they communicate.
HTTP seemed to be too heavy for such lightweight
communication since in most of the cases the payload is
not as high as we see in the internet. After researching
for sometime we found MQTT is a protocol which has
more community support compared to other protocols
like AMQP. Thus we decided to use MQTT for our
message broker and the publish-subscribe clients.
The entire architecture of this platform is based on
a publish-subscribe network architecture instead of
a client-server architecture, the sole reason being
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Table 3: At useast1.vegeta.souranil.me

Figure 3: The Kube Dashboard.
a client-server architecture is not required in say a
network of thousands of sensors spread across a city
which just sends temperature readings and receives
few binary commands for switching on and off. With
this kind of an architecture it becomes easy to relay
and broadcast data via the broker. On broadcasting a
message all the subscribers receive it so a small device
doesnt need to open multiple TCP channels to all of the
subscribers which had been the case with a client-server
architecture. But, in this platform the broker becomes
the centralized agent and also a single point of failure.
This is why we focussed on that problem and solved
it by running it in multiple docker containers in a
kubernetes cluster which guarantees availability and
added a redis cache layer for guaranteeing resiliency.
A kube proxy and a layer of elastic load balancers
promise fair load balancing for the service.
The major challenges faced for this platform is the
amount of setup and knowledge required for configuring and using kubernetes let alone running multi
pod headless applications. Since these are horizontally
scaled using pods the MQTT Broker application needs
to be stateless and this was a big challenge which led
us to build a shared Redis Cache layer that abstracts out
the state out of the Broker application. Another major
challenge was configuring the DNS properly because
kubernetes is very picky when it comes to service discovery and simply does not work if it doesnt find the
proper DNS configured. It simply does not validate the
cluster without it even if runs properly.
Another challenge was dockerizing the applications
since it requires on how to build custom docker images using Dockerfile. We were able to do that and

after building the docker image we pushed it to
- “https://hub.docker.com/r/souranilsbu/vegeta/” which
we used in our kubernetes cluster to deploy the same.
For testing our architecture we also required to emulate a very high mqtt network load coming from a
high number of IoT devices. We did try to actually
emulate devices but later on thought of just running
the client node app that we made in docker containers
and just scale those in our cluster itself. That simplified the process a lot and helped us perform the experiments we wanted. The only disadvantage of this
was that the pods itself take a good amount of resources which was unnecessary and thus we couldn’t
go beyond 34 pods on 6 slave nodes in the cluster.
The client app docker image is also available at “https://hub.docker.com/r/souranilsbu/trunks/”

Evaluation Setup / Experiments & Analysis
Resiliency
We experimented with multiple number of settings and
kubernetes was able to immediately spin up pods when
we manually killed the running ones. Here are some
evidences :
In this experiment we configured the minimum running pod number to 3.
Figure 5 shows, after we kills pods manually, kubernetes spins new pods up, as shown in Figure 6.

kubectl autoscale deployment
vegeta-broker --cpu-percent=4
--min=1 --max=10

Figure 4: Minimum Pods Running

Figure 7 shows the initial state of the system, with 2
emulated clients and a raspberry pi, along with 2 brokers.
After we scale up the Horizontal Auto-scaling
Groups gets the metrics via Heapster ( running in broker pods for providing metrics ). Then it calculates and
scales up the broker so that the average CPU utilization
is within the policy limits. This has been shown in Figure 8 and 9.

Figure 6: Kubernetes spins-up pods
After we kill the 3 broker pods (named vegetabroker), kubernetes almost immediately spins up 3 new
pods (3 being the minimum required).

Figure 7: Initial state : (2 emulated clients + 1 Raspberry
pi + 2 brokers)

Scalability
For simulating a lot of IoT clients we ran the client app
in 1 Raspberry pi and ran multiple in emulated clients
running in docker containers. We had 1 master and 6
slave nodes in our kubernetes cluster so we took the
clients to a maximum of 34 while the CPU threshold
being 4%.
We scaled the mqtt-broker service using -

Figure 8: Scaled up clients : (34 emulated clients + 1
Raspberry pi)

Average CPU Utilization
We manually scaled up just the clients to emulate an
environment where a huge number of IoT devices get
added in the network. Additionally we also noticed
when we spike the network from like 2 pods to 34 pods

Figure 5: Killing Pods Manually

Figure 9: Scaling Up

Figure 10: Average CPU Utilization
immediately the broker handles it pretty well and autoscales it to stabilize the load.

Load on IoT devices
We also ran some experiments on how the IoT devices
get affected when the load on the broker network increases. Since each device just subscribes to the broker
it simply gets the desired messages on the topic has subscribed to. The number of messages just increases i.e. it
simply gets more messages that it is supposed to get but
memory and CPU remains relatively stable, compared
to a scenario where it needs to connect to every other
device in case of a client-server architecture. Figure 12
shows some metrics on the raspberry pi while it gets
messages from 34 clients and itself and figure 13 shows
its metrics while it gets messages from 1 client. There’s
just a change of 5-6% in CPU and almost no change in
RAM. This proved our hypothesis that this architecture
can scale horizontally and exponentially.

Monitoring
Monitoring was essential for our experiments because
we wanted to check if our hypothesis for this architecture actually works. For this we got tremendous support
from Sysdig which provides cloud native monitoring.
We were able to monitor service level loads and could

visualize the changes like network load, CPU utilization ( per service etc. ), Memory usage and most importantly when pods are being autoscaled. Here is an
example from one of our experiments -

Spinning Up Broker Pods
We ran a few tests to see how the CPU sharing changes,
and how the scaling is done.
Based on the network load it keeps the CPU utilization in stable and within policy limits by auto-scaling
horizontally.

Keymetrics
For monitoring the MQTT clients which were the publishers / subscribers we used keymetrics and ran the
node app as a daemon with pm2. Heres an example of
monitoring from the raspberry pi which we were using
as both publisher and subscriber - This helped us to test
if increasing the number of clients increased the utilization of the IoT devices itself to a huge extent or not.

Conclusion
Conclusively, we can say that a publish-subscribe
network makes more sense in the world of IoT where
we mostly need to collect small sensor informations

Figure 11: CPU Sharing - The lines are indicating new broker pods spinning up

Figure 12: Before network load increases
over the network for analysis, where IoT devices needs
to send small data payloads to subscribers etc. This
doesnt require the heavy HTTP protocol, and the
client-server architecture puts unnecessary load on
every device limiting its capabilities.
It is also hard to scale exponentially with such a design since these IoT devices have low processing and
memory capacity and being low powered is critical.
This is where MQTT shines, it being a lightweight
protocol designed specifically for use in low bandwidth conditions. We chose a publish-subscribe mechanism because we wanted to keep the data producers/publishers to be completely independent of the num-

ber of devices in the entire network. In case of a publish
subscribe network the clients, the raspberry pi and the
emulated clients in the docker containers simply dont
have to have the knowledge of how many devices it
needs to connect to, or publish to etc. because it simply connects to the broker and keeps publishing over
a topic. Anyone who has subscribed to that particular
topic from the broker will get its message guaranteed,
all without any concern from the clients.This helps us
in achieving separation of concerns 1. Only the MQTT Broker is a single point of failure and
this has to scale, and our design takes care of scaling the
broker without loosing any data sent by the publishers
or the knowledge of all the subscribers and publishers

Figure 13: After network load increases

Figure 14: Keymetrics for monitoring MQTT Clients
in case of the broker failing since it is backed by our
shared redis store. This worked exceptionally well and
we do want to test its limits. Due to limits in infrastructure we couldnt actually make the broker to fail yet.

2. The MQTT clients are completely independent of any
of the broker concerns or the entire network load. They
just need to connect to the mqtt load balanced URI, and
publish to a topic. If its subscribing simultaneously it
will also get its own message relayed by the broker. In

our case we made all the clients to be subscribers and
publishers (this being the worst case)

Future Work
We emulated many experiments on lower number of
clients with a lower threshold to simulate load. However, we need higher limits on the AWS server to allow us to run appropriate experiments to simulate a real
world scenario.
1. Breaking point & throughput change on scaling network load to a million devices.
2. How we can avoid auto-scaling to scale unnecessarily
on bad network spikes.
3. Research on how security works on such publishsubscribe networks with high number of devices connected.
4. Logging and visualizing the cluster load, resource utilization etc.
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